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Waste is anything that we
throw away into our dustbins!
Everybody makes waste and we all create waste everyday. Waste is made
at school, where people work and even when we travel. When we make waste
at home it is called HOUSEHOLD WASTE, each year we throw away about
27 million tonnes of household waste and a typical school throws away at
least three tonnes of waste every year.

What happens to
our waste?

What’s in our bins?
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When the dustman empties our rubbish bins
there are three different things that might happen to our waste, this will
depend on where you live and your local council.
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27,000,000 tonnes of rubbish weighs
the same amount as 3,500,000 London buses
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A landfill is a big hole in the ground, people also call it
a dump or a tip. The waste is buried in the landfill
site but it can take our rubbish hundreds of years to
decompose which causes a great threat to our
environment. Landfills also fill up very quickly and we
are currently running out of space to create new ones.
An incinerator burns the rubbish, usually in cities
where there is no space for landfills. The heat from
the burning rubbish can be used to make electricity
instead of burning FOSSIL FUELS such as coal. Only
the ash from the burnt rubbish is sent to a landfill.
Your recyclables will be taken to a MRF, materials
reclamation facility pronounced ‘murf’ and be sorted
for recycling. Plastic, glass, cans, paper and textiles
will be sent off to be recycled into new things.
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reduce, reuse, recycle
and only throw away as a last resort
Waste is another name for rubbish, these are things that we no longer want because they are not useful or
might be broken and need to be thrown away. Most of this waste is not rubbish at all, we could reuse or
recycle 80% of it! In 2000 the government set targets to recycle more of our waste to stop it going to the
landfill or incinerator, this will help to save our environment and reduce the amount of energy we use. This
means we all need to help so the government has made a list called ‘THE WASTE HIERARCHY’, hierarchy
means a list that puts the most important thing we should do at the top and the last option we should do at
the bottom. So, before we throw away our rubbish we should look at ‘The Waste Hierarchy’ and see if we can
help by either 1 . r e d u c e o u r w a s t e , 2 . r e u s e o u r r u b b i s h o r 3 . r e c y c l e i t !

REDUCE our waste

1. We should throw less away

REDUCE

REUSE

RECYCLE

RECYCLE our waste 3. What we can’t reuse - recycle!

There’s lots of easy ways to reduce waste, if people

Most items that we buy and throw away can be

just took better care of their possessions or repaired

recycled, the materials used to make that item can

them if they broke instead of buying new ones there

go onto make a new product. Metals and glass can

would be less waste thrown into the dustbin. We could

be recycled over and over again which means that

also make better use of our stuff and not be so

less raw materials are needed and can therefore

wasteful, for example paper, if you use the back as well

be saved for future generations. Food and garden

you can save a sheet. Some people buy refills and look

waste can be recycled at home, ‘organic waste’ can

for items with less packaging, some products have

be made into compost which will help your plants to

reusable or returnable containers, this all saves

grow!

materials.

REUSE our waste 2. Reduce waste by reusing things
There are a lot of things we can reuse and most
children all ready do it without knowing. When you make arts
and crafts out of used bottles or toilet roll tubes you are
reusing! Adults can reuse too, for example by washing up

Each time something is recycled it doesn’t only preserve raw materials but it also saves
a lot of water, energy and prevents pollutants that harm our atmosphere.

Recycling aluminium uses
95% less energy than using
raw materials.

empty jars they can use them as storage containers. Other
people will also buy items we no longer want, so before
putting them in the bin ask an adult to take them to a
charity shop or if you have lots of unwanted items why don’t
you go to a car boot sale and make some pocket money?

Recycling glass can make lots
of new bottles and can also
be used for building roads

Recycle 1 aluminium can
and save enough energy
to run a
computer for 3 hours.
Recycle 1 glass bottel
and save enough energy
to operate a
100 watt light bulb for 4 hours.

Why do we throw away
Not
textiles?
What are textiles?
The word textiles means any fabrics you have at home, so it
doesn’t just mean the clothes that you wear but your
‘accessories’ such as shoes, bags, belts and ties as well
as household textiles such as curtains, towels and bedding.
All of these items can be reused if they are in a reasonable
condition and if they are slightly damaged they can be
recycled!

cool!

How many textiles go into our
r u b b i s h b i n ? The average person throws away
450kg of waste each year!
That means that each person throws
away the equivalent of
45 T-Shirts a year!
If you have a large family that’s
alot of textiles thrown into the bin.

x 45

Why do we throw our textiles away?
We throw away our household textiles for lots of reasons,
its usually because the item has gone out of fashion, it’s
worn out or become too small.

Fancy a change

Out of
fashion

Worn out

Too
small

Nearly

How many
textiles and
shoes do
we waste?
The amount of textiles burned
or buried in landfills each
month weigh the same as

40,000 family cars!

2 million
pairs of shoes are
thrown away each
week in the UK!

How can you reuse and
r e c y c l e t e x t i l e s ? Lots
A brief history into
textile recycling
It has become very important for us to reuse
and recycle today due to landfills rapidly filling
and as our natural resources slowly decline, but
people have been recycling for many years. A
man called Benjamin Law is the first official
known textile ‘recycler’ in history, in 1813 he is
believed to have invented ‘Shoddy’ and ‘Mungo’.
Shoddy and Mungo are both fibrous material
made from waste fabrics, these days we
compress Shoddy to make a padding to put into
car dash boards for example. This process
revolutionised the textile industry in the 1800’s and
created 100’s of jobs within Yorkshire. Another known recycler was the
‘rag and bone’ man, this pioneer of recycling has existed for over 200
years. The rag and bone man would troll the streets on his horse and cart
often shouting “ragnbone”, householders would offer him anything they no
longer wanted. The rag and bone man was often given unwanted clothes
amongst the waste, he could then sell these to a rag merchants for
recycling.

How can you reuse and recycle
textiles at home?
Most of us reuse clothes in the home, if we grow out of our clothes
and they are still in good condition we often pass them on to
younger members of the family, relatives or friends. Some people
also recycle their clothes for the home, if they can’t be passed on
because they are damaged they can be cut
and used as a wiping cloth or a duster, now
they have a new use! If you have nobody to
pass your clothes onto and they are in good
enough condition to wear again you should make
sure they are reused before they are
recycled, do you remember the hierarchy?
You can do this by selling them at a jumble
sale or a car boot sale, by giving them to a
charity shop or by putting them into a
textile and shoe recycling bank.
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The charity shop

Charity shops have been popular in Britain since the 1970’s, there are between
6500 and 7000 charity shops in the UK and over 250 charities have a shop as a
means of raising funds. Charity shops raised a staggering £90 million in 2002
from donated and new goods with 93% of that money being raised from the selling
of second hand goods which mainly consists of clothing. Charities also provide
door-to-door collections for textiles and bric-a-brac, each year they approx
collect 15 million sacks within the UK.

Vintage clothing
Fashion always tends to rotate itself so something our parents might have worn 10 years
ago could come back in fashion and we might be wearing it next week. Some items of
clothing that we throw away might be quite valuable in years to come, especially if they are
a product of a known designer. There are people that are experts in vintage clothing and
shops that specialise in this type of clothing. Buyers of vintage clothing often search the
charity shops in search of such items, some charity shops also now specialise in vintage
themselves, so watch what you throw away!

How to put your textiles
in a recycling bank!
If you do not have a kerbside collection you can
put your unwanted textiles into a recycling bank,
these are usually situated at supermarket car
parks, street recycling sites or your local CIVIC
Amenity site. Because textiles will be reused,
that means re worn by other people, it is very
important to make sure that they are recycled
correctly. The clothes must be kept dry and
clean, you can do this by putting them in a plastic bag and
tying the bag up. Also if you put shoes into the bank you
should always tie them together by the laces or an elastic
band, this way they can be re worn as a pair, single shoes
have to go to the landfill!
A roll on
roll off
is a large
textile bank
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Where do
they go?
Textiles and shoes are collected from bring
banks all over England by textile contractors and
charity organisations. Once the contents of the
bank have been collected they are taken to a
factory to be sorted and graded. At LMB the
lorries empty all of the textiles and shoes onto a
big conveyor belt which gets passed around the
factory. The textiles are separated by sorters
into individual items and grades, that means that
all of the shirts are put together, skirts, jumpers and so on. Whilst this process takes place all of the individual items are graded, that means they are sorted by
quality, so if a jumper has a hole it will be kept separate from those that are of a good quality and can be reused. The textiles and clothes that cannot be reused will
be sent for recycling, most of them will be cut into ‘wipers’ and damaged wool garments will be sent to a ‘flockers’ to be recycled into new products.

All the clothes go along the
conveyer belt

Clothes are
Shoes are taken
separated into
off and paired
grades

Clothes and
Damaged textiles
textiles that are ripped
go for flocking
get made into wipers

Gloves
handbags
& belts
are
separated

How many textiles and shoes are collected each week from
Essex and London?

170 tonnes of clothes and textiles
15 tonnes of shoes

Where do the shoes and
textiles go?
All
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80%

10%
Wipers

Filling Material

Waste

Reused within developing
countries

Recycled into a product

Recycled into new materials

Cannot be reused
or recycled

Exported

5%

Export
All textiles, shoes,
clothes and accessories
that can be reworn
(REUSED) get sealed
into bales and sent
(EXPORTED) all around
the world.

Clothing, textiles and
shoes are exported
from the UK to East
and West Africa,
Eastern Europe and
Pakistan to name a
few

Lots of countries around the
world are not as wealthy as
Britain and can’t afford to import
brand new labels. By importing
second hand clothes from Europe
it means that people from poorer
countries can afford to buy good
quality clothes that are
affordable.

Second hand clothing has
become an industry in
many countries which
means it creates global
employment.

How are textiles
recycled?
What is an
Industrial
wiper?
Some household textiles and clothes
that are collected from bring banks
are not in a good enough condition to
be reused or reworn. These clothes
and textiles will be cut to make an
Industrial Wiper. Wipers can be
made from all different types of
materials - Denim, cotton, corduroy
and so on. These different types of
materials are classed as grades
The clothes or textiles are then cut into square pieces,
approximately 16”x16”, any button, zips or labels are carefully
removed from each garment. The squares of materials are then
put onto a conveyor belt which is run through a metal detector,
it is extremely important to make sure that there are no traces
of anything sharp on the material. Somebody could be using a
wiper to polish a car, glass or furniture.
Each wiper grade is then packaged into a box or
bag. Industrial Wiper are commonly known as a
‘rag’ and are used by lots of different types of
industries. Each different grade of wiper has
its own quality and purpose as a wiper.
For example if you were a mechanic or someone cleaning
machinery you would want a strong, flexible but not an expensive
wiper, so you would use one made from sweatshirt material. But
if you were a french polisher you would want a Lint free soft
wiper, so you would use one made from good quality white sheets.
Using an Industrial Wiper is an excellent alternative to paper and
can lessens the process of de-forestation.

What else do
textiles make?
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The majority of textiles that can’t be reused
or made into wipers can often be recycled and
used to make new products. These textiles will
either be unravelled or shredded and mixed
with other materials to make such items as
carpet underlay, fillings for sofas or
mattresses. There is even a special
kind of paper made of cotton.
Some countries use cotton to
print their money on, so
textiles can really
go from rags to riches!

Why can’t textiles be recycled?
Unfortunately a large quantity of clothes, shoes and household
textiles that are collected from kerbside collections and recycling
banks in the UK cannot be reused or recycled. Clothes and textiles
collected for reuse and recycling do not have to be washed and
ironed necessarily but they do have to be dry and uncontaminated,
that means that they can be stained but not soiled. If shoes are
not tied together either by an elastic band or just by the laces one
of the pair will often get lost leaving an odd shoe. Single shoes are the biggest
problem for textile recyclers and 1000’s of tonnes of single shoes go to landfill
each year. Clothes and textiles should always be kept separate from other
recyclables, they should be placed into a plastic bag and
the bag should be tied shut. This will ensure that
your textiles will be reused or recycled rather
then become
a waste!
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We work with schools
and community groups

The LMB Group believe that it is important to teach
children about recycling. As London’s biggest textile
recycler we believe it is necessary to share our
experiences and offer help to groups that are
interested or involved within recycling projects. The LMB Group also produces information
booklets about textile and shoe recycling and is happy to offer groups the opportunity to
visit the LMB factory.

We make recycling fun!

We make
recycling banks
LMB has another sister
company called Britannia Plant
and Engineering (BPE) which
make all of the textile and shoe
banks for LMB.
BPE is also
contracted to make banks for
other recyclers and textile
collectors such as charities.
BPE also mend any banks that
have been damaged so that
they look presentable in public
places.
Meet our monster, his name
is Berty Bank. Berty is a
textile and
shoe bank
who has been
designed by
the group
especially for
children.

Shoe Friends and The Clothes Collectors are two textile recycling projects that LMB offers
to schools. The projects ask schools to collect textiles and shoes with the aim to teach
children how to recycle these items correctly. Both of the projects provide schools
with an information pack that contains colourful posters, fun competition, teacher’s
notes and a financial payment to the school for the shoes and textiles collected.
LMB has a fun recycling game designed for children on their website www.lmb.co.uk
and also offers schools a textile workshop with their Recycling Coordinator.

We supply
environmentally
friendly products
The Britannia Wiper Company
(BWC) not only makes Industrial
Wipers but also sells
janitorial (cleaning) products and
hygiene supplies. As a
manufacturer and supplier of a
recycled product BWC is keen to
also stock other recycled products and supplies which are of
an environmentally conscious
nature.

The
Clothes
Collectors

We work with fashion and
textile students
LMB has always worked with fashion designers and independent buyers but feels that
it is equally important to help fashion and textile students. Today design students
are being encouraged to consider sustainability within their designs,
students are asked to look at the raw materials they use, consider the effects of
their design on the environment, make their design easy to recycle or even use
recycled materials to make it. LMB believe that it is important to remind fashion
and textile students where their future designs will ultimately end up, at a
textile factory such as LMB and therefore believe that it is vital to assist
colleges and young designers who want to reuse or even develop second hand materials.

W e w o r k w i t h Soft Power Education is a charity organisation
that supports children’s primary education within
S o f t P o w e r Uganda. Over the past three years Soft Power
E d u c a t i o n orphhanasv,ermefaunrabgiesdh taondacrheiseovuerbceuilnduimngertowuos perxeisstcinhgooslcshfooorls
and help to build a teachers resource centre. As an exporter to Uganda LMB
wanted to help Soft Power Education continue its great work. So far, LMB has
funded building work at Mutai Primary School, the school was in desperate need
of repair and due to so many children attending we built extra classroom blocks.
www.softpowereducation.com

Waste Watch
96 Tooley Street
London
SE1 2TH
Tel: 0207 089 2100
Web: www.wastewatch.org.uk
Email: info@wastewatch.org.uk
Waste Watch is a leading environmental organisation promoting sustainable resource
management in the UK by campaigning for all areas of society to
• reduce resource consumption
• maximise resource reuse
• increase the percentage of waste they recycle.
Waste Watch works at minimising waste by affecting attitudinal and behavioural change through
• education & public awareness campaigns
• cross-sectoral partnerships
• business & marketing consultancy work
• information provision
• training and events
• research & policy development
We are an independent non-profit organisation funded by individual, organisational and corporate
supporters as well as charitable trusts, the national lottery, consultancy work and central government.
Waste Watch makes use of volunteers from time to time, although the number of volunteers we can take on is
limited by staff numbers and the amount of office space available. Volunteer work is likely to be
fairly mundane office work. Any full-time vacancies are advertised in the Guardian and on the Waste Watch
website. For more details on volunteer positions contact the human resources department at the addres above.
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